Treaunna Jones: Treaunna Jones
Kiera Hatton Sena: Kiera Hatton Sena, Rye, CO
Kathy Baker: Kathy Baker, Denver
Monica Hughes: Monica Hughes, Pueblo Colorado
Amber Kierra: Amber Kierra // NAMI CO
Lydia Ruter: Lydia Ruter, Arvada, CO
Joe Weber: Joe Weber, RMPHTC, Denver
Kiera Hatton Sena: Kiera Hatton Sena, Rye, CO
Kathy Baker: Kathy Baker, Denver
Monica Hughes: Monica Hughes, Pueblo Colorado
Amber Kierra: Amber Kierra // NAMI CO
Lydia Ruter: Lydia Ruter, Arvada, CO
Joe Weber: Joe Weber, RMPHTC, Denver
Daria Glock (she/her): Daria - FIRC, Summit County CO
Rachael Campbell: Rachael Campbell, Colorado Springs
Tessa: Teresa O’Connell (she/ella), Denver, CO, National Jewish Health
Eric Liu: Eric Liu, in Seattle WA, and delighted to be here
Cobalt: Hi! Emily Balentine, Denver CO
Martha Johnson: Martha Johnson, Colorado Springs, CO
Trena Moya (she/her): Trena Moya, Denver
Merry Hummell: Merry Hummell, Director Health & Wellness Center, Every Child Pediatrics - Fort Collins
Utahna Lee: Utahna Lee, Grand Junction Colorado
Lindsay Powers: Lindsay Powers, Grand Junction, CO
Mia Ramirez: Hi! Mia in Colorado Springs. Power = organized people, ideas and resources (PICO)
Danielle McQueen, The Summit Foundation: Danielle, The Summit Foundation
Jessica (she/her): Jessica Bartak, Bailey, CO
Emily Jagers (she/her): Emily Jagers, Fort Collins, CO
The Arc Arapahoe, Douglas & Elbert Counties: Tona Collins-Denver CO
Marissa Corado: Marissa Corado, Colorado Springs Colorado
Meghan Jordan: Meghan Jordan, Fort Collins, CO
Courtney Crum: Courtney Crum AZ
Tanya Breeling (She/Hers): Tanya Breeling, Denver, CO
Cathy Michopoulos: Cathy Michopoulos, Diversus Health, Colorado Springs
Maggie Mueller: Maggie Mueller, Denver, CO (Center for Improving Value in Health Care)
Tracy Gomez- CIIC: Tracy Gomez, Steamboat Springs
Eunice (she/her): Eunice Kwon Denver, CO
Rachel Grace Hultin: Rachel Hultin, Bicycle Colorado
Sarah edler: Sarah Edler. Denver CO
Keeley Luce: Keeley Luce with Pueblo Child Advocacy Center in Pueblo, Colorado.
Angelle Fouther, Principal | Kindred Communications: Angelle Fouther, Denver. Hi everyone!
April Montgomery: April Montgomery, Telluride Foundation
Roxanne Eflin: Roxanne Eflin, Silver Key Senior Services, Colorado Springs
Kelly: Kelly McLean, Pueblo Community Health Center
Tom Smith: Tom Smith, Grand Junction CO
Jenn Nash (she/her): Jenn Nash, Denver
Julio Alas (él/he/him) | Early Milestones: Julio Alas, Denver, Co,
Jan Brennan (she/her): Philanthropy Colorado team: Jan, Joanne, Sophie
Jessica Driver: Jessica Driver, Fraser CO
Jane Wilkinson: Jane Wilkinson, Boulder County Public Health
Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Nancy Molina-Alamosa
Treaunna Jones: Treaunna Jones Aurora CO.
Seth Ehrlich: Seth Ehrlich, Edwards, CO
Rosine Bouobda: Rosine Bouobda - ECP_
Fabiola Hernandez: Fabiola Hernandez, Loveland, CO
Tracy Anderson (she/her): Tracy Anderson, Aspen Community Foundation, Basalt, CO
Melissa Smith: Melissa Smith, Arapahoe County
Erin Zeiner, Fort Collins, CO.
Pam Brewer, Homeward Alliance: Pam Brewer, Fort Collins CO
Camisha Lashbrook She/Hers: Camisha Lashbrook, Denver
Fran Petonic: Fran Petonic (she/her) Evergreen, CO
Wylia Sims - Denver
Andrea W (She/hers): Andrea Woolley, Denver
Laura Gabbay, Denver Scholarship Foundation
Tom Grimmer Northeast Health Partners: Tom Grimmer Northeast Health Partners, Greeley
Wendy Loloff Cooper: Wendy Loloff Cooper, Denver
Curt Garrett: Curt Garrett, Denver Power equals choice
Allison Alexander- she/her- ACF: Allison Alexander, Aspen, CO
Katie McClure (she.her): Katie McClure in Mancos, CO
Julie Hoebel: Julie Hoebel, Denver, CO
Ashley Hill (She/Her): Ashley Hill- Denver, CO ---power=privilege
Andrea North (FIRC): Andrea North, FIRC Summit County, CO
Maria Ignacia (she/her): Maria Ignacia - Denver, CO
Jen Horne (she/her): Jen Horne Breckenridge, CO
Mandy - Vivent Health: Mandy - Vivent Health in Denver
CSC Volunteer: Theresa Gatewood, Denver CO; Positionality
Philanthropy Colorado: Amy Swiatek, Philanthropy Colorado
Angelica (Ahn-hel-eekah): Angelica Valdez, San Luis Valley
Lisa Turk: Lisa Turk, Wheat Ridge Regional Center
Janelle Quick: Janelle Quick, Pueblo Hispanic Education Foundation Pueblo CO Opportunity!
CRHDC Westminster: Whole team at CRHDC
Jane Wilkinson: Power is something to be shared - it grows when it is shared!
German Zarate-Bohorquez: German Zarate-Bohorquez, Balo nUSA
Rachael Campbell: Inclusive or insular
Andrea, she/her, Cor Defense: Andrea Person, Loveland CO - power = resources
Angie: Angie, Denver, CO |
Chelsea Situmeang: Chelsea Situmeang Aurora, CO “collective power, dynamic, shared power”
Laura Cornell - Northeast Health Partners: Laura Cornell, Northeast Health Partners Greeley CO
Carolyn Love: Carolyn Love Broomfield, CO
Ruth - SLV AHEC: Ruth Horn, San Luis Valley. Cultural = Power
Irene Avitia: Irene Avitia- Integrated Community in Steamboat Springs
Krystle Griffin: Krystle Griffin, Houston, TX. Power-having control to make inform decisions
Rachel Griego, LCFC, she/her/ella: Rachel Griego, Latino Community Fdn of CO
Maggie Lea: Maggie Lea, Neighborhood Development Collaborative, Denver
Nancy Viera: Nancy Viera, Aurora CO
Stella Yu: Stella Yu, Asian Roundtable of Colorado
Sade-CHIC: Sade’ Cooper-CHIC, Denver
Jennifer Pratt Miles: Jennifer Pratt Miles, Meridian Institute
Quill Phillips (she/her): Quill, Aurora, CO -thinking about power that it should be shared but often is not
Michaelle - Rocky Mountain Health Foundation: Michaelle Smith - Rocky Mountain Health Foundation
Jenn Nash (she/her): Power = exclusivity when not shared; inclusivity when shared
Lisa Turk: Power = money
Casey Thomas: Casey Thomas, Denver, CO. Power: agency, control over one’s own life
Rosine Bouobda: power= internally realized
Tessa: Privilege, responsibility, oppression
Brianna Haskins: Brianna Haskins-Eaton Senior Communities - Power = Leadership,  tactfulness, Mentorship, interdiscipline, communication
Jane Harelson: Jane Pb Swims Leadville, CO. Thanks for hosting.
Ivan Jackson: Sheila Maurer - LIFT-UP, Rifle CO
Susan Kramer, DFX, she/her: Susan Kramer, Developmental FX, Denver. Power = potential, impact, engagement,
Brenda Ritenour, she/her: Brenda Ritenour (she/her) - Boulder, CO; Mitigating power imbalances
Amelia Cavazos - CDPHE (she/ella): Amelia Cavazos, CDPHE, Health Equity Branch
Sarahy Plazola: Sarahy Plazola, Adams County Health Dept, Political decisions and resources
Lacie Petersen: Lacie Petersen - Hilltop Latimer House (DV/SA)
Valerie Garrison, she/her: Valerie Garrison, Center for Improving Value in Health Care, CO
DeeAnna - Mountain Family Center: DeeAnna Jones Mountain Family Center Granby, CO
Power = Resources
Natassa Christides: Natassa Denver, CO Power = control
nicole sager: power - meant to be shared
Lawrence Howlett: Larry Howlett, Arvada, Access and Disparity
Lacey Steen, CCDC, she/her: Lacey Stein, Denver, Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition (CCDC) - power = oppression, equity, agency
Sarah Hartway: Hello, Sarah Hartway, Littleton CO. I do grant work for two different nonprofits.
Laura Gabbay: Power can be achieved by using our voices (advocacy) and expands our sense of self-efficacy as individuals.
Mia Ramirez: Bienvenidos CLC
Kevin (They/Them/You'all) Redress Movement: Kevin Patterson Aurora Power = the ability to act
Sean Taplin, any: Sean Taplin, Voyager Youth Program in Ouray County CO. power = freedom
Ani Breedlove (they/them): Ani Breedlove, Grand Junction, Hilltop Senior Life Options Employee Engagement Advisor.
Tina Martinez (she/her): Tina Martinez (she/her), Denver Museum of Nature & Science, Power -- ideally shared and accessible
German Zarate-Bohorquez: Power = Equity and engagement
Dominic Lucero- Colorado Treks: Dominic Lucero, Colorado Treks
Monica, CRC (she/her): Monica DeWitt (she/her), Lafayette, Community Resource Center/CO Healthcare Corps
Dwinita Mosby Tyler: Dr. Dwinita Mosby Tyler, The Equity Project
Aurora Ramirez, Boulder Colorado: Aurora Ramirez (she/her), Boulder County Public Health
hodank: Hodan Karshe - Northeast Colorado Health Department, Fort Morgan, Co.
Mary Olson: Mary Olson Boulder County
Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County): Lucia Gonzales, Boulder County, CDEM/BCPH. Power: Need to find ways which recognize different forms of power with our community/white elephant.
Alana Plaus: Alana Plaus (she/her) - GBSM, Inc., Denver and Ridgway
Chelsea Situmeang: Power can be dehumanizing both in levels of governance in a position/role and/or policies that enables continued oppression
Aurora Ramirez, Boulder Colorado: I think Alejandro just muted himself
Carla Decker, FIRC: Carla Decker, FIRC in Summit County. power = understanding and growth :)
Grantley he/they: Grantley Showalter he/they Alamosa Bicycle Coalition
Benita Duran, National Civic League: Benita Duran, NCL, Boulder CO. Power is directing action
Nina Wickens-Bhowmik: Nina Wickens-Bhowmik, Larimer County
The National Council for Mental Wellbeing: muchas gracias Alejandro y Colorado Health
Foundation por elevar el concepto de justicia de lenguaje

00:41:56 Taylor Kelley: Taylor Kelley - Homeward Alliance, Fort Collins
00:41:58 Kayla Evans (she/her): Kayla Evans (she/her) Fort Collins, Community Resource Center/CO Healthcare Corps

00:42:14 Shaka: ShaKa Cohn (they/them) Durango CO, 4Corners Rainbow Youth Center
00:42:20 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Power=self efficacy, self sufficient and engaged
00:42:24 Gerald Hamel-The BASIC Project at COSC: Gerald Hamel with Make a Chess Move MACM and the BASIC Project at Community Outreach Service Center in Denver, Colorado

00:42:49 RCRC: RURAL COMMUNITIES RESOURCE CENTER YUMA COLORADO STAFF.
00:42:51 Michelle Boisvenue-Fox (she/her): Michelle Boisvenue-Fox, Mesa County Libraries in Grand Junction CO

00:42:54 Paige Backlund: Paige Backlund Jarquin, on Ute, Arapahoe, Cheyenne, Ocheti Sakowin lands.

Power is a SHARED energy.

00:42:59 Edith Silvas (she, her, ella): Edith Silvas, One Health Institute, Colorado State University
00:43:04 Cori Stites (she/her) | Health Forward: Good afternoon! Cori Stites (she/hers) with the Health Forward Foundation in Kansas City.

00:43:06 Grace Gilbert (she/her) CRC: Grace, Durango, Community Resource Center
00:43:15 The Colorado Health Foundation: Welcome everyone, please let us know who is joining us today, where you are at and one word that comes to mind when you think about power.
00:43:30 Ola Kukoyi, (She/Hers) DHS/REP/PINA: Ola Kukoyi, PINA program, City and County of Denver. Power=Transparency and Acceptance

00:43:37 Jen Horne (she/her): to me power = knowledge and confidence
00:43:47 Gerald Hamel-The BASIC Project at COSC: power to the people
00:43:49 Cristina Cabeza, she/they/ella: Cristina Cabeza (she/they/ella) Crestone, CO. Community Resource Center, CO Healthcare Corps, Program Manager. Hola todomundo!

00:43:53 Wendolyne Omana (she/her/Ella): Wendolyne Omana, Durango - Construyendo Poder
00:43:58 Nancy Higuera-FIRC Food Market: Nancy Higuera, Summit county (Dillon), power=sharing
00:44:04 Terri Jackson: Terri Jackson, African American Trade Association, Denver, CO
00:44:10 Tom Grimmer Northeast Health Partners: Power comes from within
00:44:28 Katie Danna-Poston: Katie Danna-Poston, Early Milestones Colorado, power = ability to make change

00:44:34 Nina Wickens-Bhowmik: empower
00:44:46 Miriam Rodriguez: Miriam Rodriguez - Community Health Worker at Northeast Colorado Health Department Power: Leadership with Great Responsibility
00:44:51 Shaka: power comes from community
00:45:03 Andy Oliver (she/her) - OCR: Andy Oliver, Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. power - self determination

00:45:18 Melissa Leal - she/her/hers: Melissa Leal, Denver, CO Power-Inequity
00:45:23 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): https://native-land.ca/
00:45:34 Colorado Health Foundation: Thank you for the comment on Land and Labor Acknowledgement!

00:45:39 hodank: To represent and be the voice if the voiceless.
00:45:41 Angelle Foucher, Principal | Kindred Communications: Power is innate and is built like a muscle.

00:46:01 Edith Silvas (she, her, ella): Power, if welded with integrity, can lead to justice.
00:46:06 Cristina Cabeza, she/they/ella: power solidarity in equity and justice

00:46:12 The Colorado Health Foundation: Great resource Nancy Molina!
00:46:52 The Colorado Health Foundation: Welcome everyone, please let us know who is joining us today, where you are at and one word that comes to mind when you think about power.

00:47:25 Kate Skarbek: Kate Skarbek, City of Westminster
00:47:35 Alianza NORCO: hello! I'm the founder and director of Alianza NORCO in Fort Collins
00:47:38 Phillip Roybal: Phillip Roybal- Homies For Health- Denver
00:47:39 Jildi Gentry: Jildi Gentry - Greeley, CO
00:47:45 Jim Riesberg: Jim Riesberg, Greeley
00:47:50 Lupita Garcia She/her Alamosa: Good Afternoon, Lupita Garcia Energy resource Center Alamosa

00:47:55 Elise Silva (she/her): Hi! Elise Silva from Boulder County. The word that comes to mind for
Catherine Hagenbush (she/her) - Food to Power: Catherine Hagenbush - Food to Power, Colorado Springs

Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Power = oppression
Christina Ihfe (she/her): Christina Ihfe, SummitStone Health Partners
Andréa Law: Andréa Law, Kaiser Permanente / Aurora, CO
Alice: This is Alice Moy, President of Roshni, Denver Colorado
Thai Nguyen, she/her/chi: Thai Nguyen, she/her/chi - Kaizen Food Share, Front Range CO
Suzana Deng (she/her/ella)- CDPHE: Suzana Deng

CDPHE

Alyssa: Alyssa Jones - Clifton, Colorado - Content vs context experts
Maria Tovar; District re-engagement counselor: Maria Tovar; Adams12 Five star schools
Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: GO Kerrie Joy!
Dwinita Mosby Tyler: Yes! KerrieJoy!
Chelsea Situmeang: GO KERRIE JOY!!!
Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: Welcome Kerrie!
Stella Yu: Power - freedom to live and speak
Pilar De Jesus: Saludos! Pilar De Jesus, CHF and Fort Collins, CO.
Kelly Stenhoff (she/her), Colorado DPHE, evaluator: Kelly Stenhoff, Lakewood, evaluator, CDPHE, agency

Angelle Fouther, Principal | Kindred Communications:
Krystle Griffin: Nice!
Nancy Viera:
Dwinita Mosby Tyler:
Julissa Soto: We know what missing!!!!!! Powerful words!!!!
Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): So powerful!! Beautiful!!
Lindsay Powers: This is beautiful. You are beautiful. Wow!! Thank you.
hodank: Preach
Patricia (she/her): snaps
Sade-CHIC:
Sarah Porter Osborn (she/her):
Amber (she/her) - REC:
Thai Nguyen, she/her/chi:
Maggie Mueller: Thank you!
Sean Taplin (any): thank you!!!
Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Thank you!
Jennifer Pratt Miles: Thank you!
Wendolyn Omaña (she/her/Ella): GRACIAS!
Lindsay Powers: How can we find you?
nicole sager: <3!!!
Casey Thomas:
Abby (she/they):
Mandy - Vivent Health: That is amazing! Thank you!
The National Council for Mental Wellbeing:
Julie Hoebel: Thank you!!!
Octavio Gomez: <3
Ani Breedlove (they/them): Thank you Kerrie!!
Nina Wickens-Bhowmik: So beautiful and inspiring. Thank you!
Tessa:
Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: Thank you!
DeeAnna - Mountain Family Center: Thank you
Erin Zeiner: Beautiful. Thank you.
Rosine Bouobda: AMEN!
hodank: Powerful!! Thank You!!!!
Chelsea Situmeang:
Fabiola Hernandez: beautiful!
Thank you.

Thank you! Beautiful. DREAM.

Thank you, Kerrie, you are amazing!

Beautiful!

Beautiful and powerful poetry

Eduardo Gonzalez - (he/him). Denver Museum of Nature & Science:

Andréa Law:

Julio Alas (él/he/him) | Early Milestones:

CSC Volunteer: Thank you!!!!

Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,): Yes Power in your words.

Chelsea Situmeang: Freedom dreaming

Edith Silvas (she, her, ella): Can we get a copy of that?

Wylia Sims:

Michelle Obert: beautiful! thank you!

rhatfield: That was good girl!!☺

Katie Danna-Poston: beautiful! thank you!!

Roxanne Eflin: Kerrie is marvelous - and THANK you for your exceptional message and delivery.

Miriam Rodriguez:

Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,): Power of your words.

Lacey Stein, CCDC, she/her: Incredible. Thank you. I needed that in my day/life

Andrea W (She/hers):

Karly Kaufman: empowering to say the least!!

Ivan Jackson: ♥

Ola Kukoyi, (She/Hers) DHS/REP/PINA: Powerful and awesome poetry! Thank you!

Rosine Bouobda:

Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Yes, I like the word “empower”

The Colorado Health Foundation: Thank you Kerrie Joy - Appreciate you!

Ola Kukoyi, (She/Hers) DHS/REP/PINA: Can we have access to this poetry?

Julissa Soto: Gracias!!! Estas palabras son fuertes. Pero todos aquí sabemos que si actuamos y luchamos por lo que queremos nos metemos en problemas. No hay espacios seguros para nosotros. No ahora!!! Quizás mañana!!!!

Alyssa: That was beautiful! Thank you!

Monique Johnson (BLMStill): Thank you for blessing us Kerrie Joy!

Alyssa: How do we get access to that?

Nina Wickens-Bhowmik: We would love the translation into Spanish of the poem too if possible.

Brenda Ritenour (she/her):

Stella Yu: YES. May I share your words at a 3/18/23 community event, please

The Colorado Health Foundation: Hello everyone - we see your requests and will follow up with Kerri Joy.

The Colorado Health Foundation: And will respond to all requests.

Alyssa: Thank You TCHF!

DeeAnna - Mountain Family Center: Would love to get access to the poem as well. Thank you Kerrie Joy. Very powerful indeed.

Brenda Ritenour (she/her): Let's tweak the request for the poem to a request to purchase a copy of or access to the poem. Artists need to be paid for their work. (translators too!) Thank you so much for sharing your work and art with us, Kerrie Joy!
01:08:19 Fabiola Hernandez: I'd like to purchase a copy of the poem please. Very inspiring!
01:08:31 Cristina, she/they/ella: build a bridge and get over it!
01:08:35 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Good point
01:08:58 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Our society needs a new power paradigm!
01:11:01 Colorado Health Foundation: We're experiencing technical difficulty with our closed captioning. We apologize for the inconvenience. We will post the video with captions on YouTube once it is available.
01:12:24 Kerrie Joy: Powerful point, Eric
01:13:20 Angelle Fouther, Principal | Kindred Communications: Yes!
01:13:34 Will Cates: Beautiful point
01:14:01 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): We can give a man a fish, he'll eat for a day, you teach him to fish, he'll eat for a lifetime...or she/they 😊
01:14:06 Julissa Soto: Own it!!! Everyday of my life I wake up knowing, I own Colorado!!! I own the floor I step on. I totally own it❤️
01:14:21 Pilar De Jesus: Power hoarding - by keeping information from others that only you know.
01:14:42 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Powerful statement
01:15:14 Andrea, she/her, Cor Defense: We vote with our money, too
01:15:45 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County): Not voting is an announcement of refusing to use your power.
01:17:31 Chelsea Situmeang: There is also this emotion of fear when those with lots of power fear the power of people. People fear retaliation when the law gets involved.
01:17:38 Jenny Chu: Power with, not power over.
01:19:10 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Fear makes us powerless and stagnant...
01:19:28 Grantley he/they: When a voting system is designed to oppress, participating in it can feel disingenuous. Do you feel that our voting system is designed to give power to the people?
01:22:31 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): When our basic needs are not met (food, shelter, safety), we can't fulfill our potential...Maslow's Heirarchy...
01:32:32 alejandro@communitylanguage.org: (Translation) From Julissa Soto: Thank you!!! These words are strong. But everyone here knows that if we act and fight for what we want, we get into trouble. There are no safe spaces for us. Not now!!! Maybe tomorrow!!!
01:33:08 Maria Tovar; District re-engagement counselor: I think its more that the majority feels disrespected but TBH - as a minority I feel more visible
01:33:35 Suzana Deng (she/her/ella) - CDPHE: Some are feeling disrespected because they are getting a push back against their attempt to disenfranchise and exclude others while they deem as less then equal.
01:34:03 Jenny Chu: When I think about power, I always got to Baldwin’s question from The Fire Next Time: “How can one, however dream of power in any other terms than in the symbols of power?” — Baldwin in this section was talking about land, capital, guns, resources...and I constantly think about this...I think what you’re speaking to is that every human being is innately powerful. I think about power from spirit, power from faith, power from our communities, power from the acceptance of our identities, power from our families, power from purpose, power of being alive...this is by NO MEANS meant to glaze over the systemic inequities though. I will say, that we might be able to feel powerful in some ways, but because the world is the way it is — it can greatly oppress those feelings (for example ^^ whoever spoke to not having our basic needs met — how can one feel powerful when you are constantly hungry or unhoused?)
01:34:40 Suzana Deng (she/her/ella) - CDPHE: Some are feeling disrespected because of the push back against their attempts to disenfranchise others who they deem as less than equal.
01:37:02 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): We need to give the power back to the people...do we really have a democracy when corporations and their money run the country?
01:37:40 Kerrie Joy: Hate that I have to hop off but this is a dope conversation. Can’t wait to connect with you all more and I will be reaching out to folks who have expressed interest in the chat. All power to all the people. Be blessed, fam <3
01:38:17 MBB: Is it not easier to bring down than to build up? Demolition of structures versus building of new structures
01:38:17 MBB: It takes time to build - need a collective vision of a blueprint of that structure will look like.
01:38:18 The Colorado Health Foundation: Thank you Kerri Joy!
01:39:38 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: YES exactly
01:39:47 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County): Yes. I see what Karen stated.
Stating or writing things down from an organization is not enough.

01:39:56 Thai Nguyen, she/her/chi: Action
01:40:00 Jen Horne (she/her): YEWW!!
01:40:01 Sean Taplin (any): material work is essential
01:40:12 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Absolutely Eric!! Can we achieve equity without justice?
01:40:47 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: Yes. Mr. Liu. I agree. we need not only acknowledge, but what else can be done or continue to do...
01:41:46 Thai Nguyen, she/her/chi: Broken treaties
01:44:52 Laura Gabbay: I see a correlation between our hope and the age of our country, 246 years old. Vs. China, Russia, et al that are more than 5,000 years old. Are we naïve?
01:44:58 Benita Duran, National Civic League: To Karen’s point- it was a painful blip. Too short of a moment in time. Cities dusted off statements and posted equity statements and plans on web sites. What has endured are all the tv and print ads we see of mixed race couples smiling and selling cars and insurance. Shallowness. Change is hard.
01:45:48 Rosine Bouobda: kind of like many institutions are feeling tired of the pandemic aid/programs that help LMI households and are ready to do back to the status quo....
01:45:56 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Those in power will always fight to keep their power...
01:47:21 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: Organizations and laws speak about accountability, but promises of equity are never held to account. Money allows commitment to dissipate/how we see and perceive what was meant by any treaties, laws, or who is enforced under the law.
01:47:35 Casey Thomas: Speaking of Land Back, there’s a campaign now to bring Native communities into greater power and leadership of national parks system!
01:48:05 Jenny Chu: ^
01:48:29 Angelle Fouther, Principal | Kindred Communications: Meet at the place of our common needs!
01:50:51 The Colorado Health Foundation: Casey Thomas - thanks for sharing!
01:53:15 Julissa Soto: His talk is wonderful but not a reality for many of us!!!
01:54:58 Julissa Soto: Love that you had an answer for me!!! Usually people run from my comments.
01:55:43 Julissa Soto: Yes Mijo!!! Preach!!!
01:55:50 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): I love this discussion!! Thank you so much!! In the San Luis Valley, we are trying to start a regional health equity coalition...to solidify our voice and power.
01:55:54 Mia Ramirez: TQM Julissa!
01:56:00 Julissa Soto: ♥
01:56:40 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News:@Nancy, I’m interested. Do you have a contact?
01:56:53 Julissa Soto: Nancy Molina.... Can you include me?
01:57:02 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Nancy.molina@state.co.us
01:57:08 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Cool, thx
01:57:55 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): Thank you!!
01:58:02 Emily Jaggers (she/her): Same Nancy!! I’m working on the same thing in Fort Collins around repro rights
01:58:02 Pilar De Jesus: Nancy Molina, that sounds wonderful!
01:58:25 Lupita Garcia She/her Alamosa: Nancy Molina, I am in the SLV also. Lupita Garcia ERC Alamosa
01:58:59 Julissa Soto: Guys can you use your power an invite me to your groups?
Julissamolinasoto@gmail.com
01:59:02 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: lgonzales@bouldercounty.org
01:59:38 Kale McMonagle (she/her): Warm Cookies of the Revolution is a local, CO org that is doing similar things to what Eric is talking about https://www.warmcookiesoftherevolution.org/
02:00:03 Dana Maestas: Nancy, I am in the Valley. Count me in!
02:00:18 Dana Maestas: ddvmaestas@gmail.com
02:00:28 Julissa Soto: Gracias Karen!!!♥
02:01:19 Julissa Soto: Eric, I really like you!!! Easy to understand. Great personality and Guapo!!! You got the power!!!
02:01:28 Meghan Jordan: https://citizenuniversity.us/programs/civic-saturday-fellowship/
02:01:30 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): I will follow up with everyone who has showed interested.
02:02:21 Curt Garrett: Please provide an ASL interpreter in future meetings. Closed caption does not
work for many deaf individuals. ASL is a totally different language than English as much as Spanish is. Many deaf people do not read English or any other language. Thank you.

02:03:10 Nancy Molina (She/Her/Ella): I firmly believe that we as a society need to heal from all the trauma we have endured and we also at the same time, have to shift power and help others see their own power...

02:03:49 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: @Nancy YASSS

02:03:49 Erin Zeiner: This is fantastic! Thank you.

02:03:53 Eric Liu: www.citizenuniversity.us

02:04:00 Courtney Crum: Thank you. Have to leave.

02:04:11 Eric Liu: Betterargumentsf.org

02:04:20 Dwinita Mosby Tyler: Thank you for a wonderful dialogue.

02:04:21 Jenny Chu: There’s a great Hidden Brain podcast about how if you mirror and validate the other person, even if you don’t agree with them — the other person becomes more open to your POV/position.

02:04:30 Renata Hill, Moodfuel News: Thank you

02:04:33 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: Yes. I truly believe everyone is eventually traumatized. it is part of growing and continuous learning!

02:04:39 Rosine Bouobda: Thank you !!

02:04:47 Seth Ehrlich: Thank you for the incredible conversation today and incredible connection. This was power.

02:04:49 Rachel Mondragon: Thank you.

02:04:52 Fran Petonic: Excellent presentation and appreciated the chat comments as well

02:04:53 Michelle Obert: thank you

02:04:55 Melissa Leal - she/her/hers: Thank you!

02:04:58 mariaberger: Thank you for hosting this! It was very inspirational!

02:05:00 Trena Moya (she/her): Thank you Eric, this has been a great discussion & reminder that we all have power & the capacity to share/grow it

02:05:01 Rachael Campbell: Thank you very much!

02:05:01 Jen Horne (she/her): This was great. Thank you!

02:05:09 Jenny Chu: Thank you Eric, and to the foundation for hosting this conversation!

02:05:15 nicole sager: Thank you!!! Fantastic ideas. Now time for action!

02:05:16 Eunice (she/her): Thank you so much!

02:05:16 Roxanne Sager: Superb conversation and a call to action. Thank you, Eric. Stunning.

02:05:19 Dana Maestas: Thank you! This was a great presentation!

02:05:20 German Zarate-Bohorquez: Excellent presentation! Thank you Eric and Karen and the team TCHF!

02:05:22 ali.maffey: Thank you, Eric and everyone for such a rich discussion

02:05:24 Sean Taplin (any): thank you for this! this was very interesting and a great, thought-provoking discussion. I greatly appreciated it!

02:05:24 Mandy - Vivent Health: Thank you!

02:05:27 Cristina Cabeza, she/they/ella: Thank you!

02:05:29 Octavio Gomez: Thank you!

02:05:29 Andrea, she/her, Cor Defense: This was incredible, thank you!

02:05:30 Lucia Gonzales (She, her, Resource Navigation, Boulder County,: Thank you everyone for the discussion, words of wisdom, and presentation.

02:05:32 Jessica Driver: Thank you for providing this opportunity. Great speakers!

02:05:33 Tessa: THANK YOU!!!!

02:05:34 Jennifer Pratt Miles: Many thanks

02:05:34 Philanthropy Colorado: Thank you

02:05:40 Donna Bushur: Thank you!

02:05:53 alejandro@communitylanguage.org: Thanks for having us!